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Domestic electricity column bonus 2024, applications are open: here's how it works
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Culture


Cinema&Opera, at work!  The second Film Festival in Messina announced


2024-03-20








Science & Technology


Reggio, the new play area on the Pellaro seafront vandalised
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International


The Israeli army takes control of Al-Shifa hospital in Gaza.  In Doha there is a truce


2024-03-20








Politics


Trump shock: “Bloodbath if I lose, animal migrants”.  Biden: “He wants another January 6th”
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Trump shock: “Bloodbath if I lose, animal migrants”.  Biden: “He wants another January 6th”
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New kindergartens and sports halls in Cosenza, the list of works has been drawn up
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Reggio, the lights of the Parliament lit on Arghillà
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From Metrocity an investment of 800 thousand euros for the restoration of the Sp109 between Bovalino and Careri
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Cinema&Opera, at work!  The second Film Festival in Messina announced
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The first edition of the magazine ended just a few months ago with great success among the public and critics Messina Film Festival-Cinema&Opera and the …


Read more
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First film as director for Moni Ovadia, shot in Catanzaro


2024-03-19


Moni Ovadia, at 77 years old, makes his directorial debut with «La terra senza», filmed in Catanzaro. The film by the writer and actor of …


Read more
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Reggina, everything easy against Castrovillari (3-1)


2024-03-19


Reggina-Castrovillari 3-1 Markers: 22' Izco own goal, 33' Renelus, 14' st Provazza, 48' st Palma REGGINA (4-3-3): Velcea 6; Martiner 6.5, Kremenovic 6 (43' st …


Read more
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[image: 2024 corporate welfare bonus of up to 2,000 euros, 15% for tourism workers and redemption of periods not covered by pay.  GUIDE]

2024 corporate welfare bonus of up to 2,000 euros, 15% for tourism workers and redemption of periods not covered by pay.  GUIDE
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Renovation Bonus 2024: here are details, deadlines and advice for obtaining the 50% deduction
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The Israeli army takes control of Al-Shifa hospital in Gaza.  In Doha there is a truce


John
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The Israeli army has taken control of the Shifa hospital in Gaza City and called on Hamas members inside to leave and surrender. The military …
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Regeni's death, prosecutors: “Cobweb created around Giulio”.  Parents: “Words Meloni?  No comment”
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“Trump is unable to cover the 464 million bail”
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“King Charles is dead”, but it is fake news going around the world: suspicions about Moscow
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Comet 12P/Pons-Brooks photographed: the shot by the Palidoro Amateur Astronomers Group of Fiumicino
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Milan-Sanremo, the Belgian flag waves at the finish line: masterpiece by Jasper Philipsen
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Berrettini starts again from Phoenix, the Italian will challenge Borges in the Challenger final in Arizona
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Photo of the day: Sinner holds the umbrella for the ball girl.  Here's what they said VIDEO
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Serious illness of retired general manager Joe Barone, Atalanta-Fiorentina postponed.  “Critical but stable condition”
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End-of-year vacations: why choose Costa Rica and how to visit it?
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Next destination: why are your answers only online and nowhere else?
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Vacation accommodation: why broaden your horizons?
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Cinema&Opera, at work!  The second Film Festival in Messina announced
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Reggio, the new play area on the Pellaro seafront vandalised
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Trump shock: “Bloodbath if I lose, animal migrants”.  Biden: “He wants another January 6th”
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Our Media




At Odnako, we are dedicated to bringing you the most accurate, diverse, and comprehensive coverage of news from every corner of the world. Our mission is to empower our readers with a holistic understanding of current events, so you can stay informed and involved in the global conversation.
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